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The Three Billy Goats Gruff by Mac Barnett 

Once there was a bridge and a terrible and VERY hungry troll lived underneath it. When the three Billy Goats 

Gruff decide to clip-clop across the bridge to get to the grassy ridge, the troll is already imagining all the way to 

prepare a delicious goat dinner. But the troll underestimates those seemingly sweet but oh-so-savvy goats! High-

stakes page turns will have readers on the edge of their seats and giggling along, as they join each goat 

and anticipate the arrival of the hungry and terrible troll living under the bridge.  

Knight Owl by Christopher Denise 

A determined Owl builds strength and confidence in this medieval picture book about the real mettle of a hero: 

wits, humor, and heart. Since the day he hatched, Owl dreamed of becoming a real knight. He may not be the 

biggest or the strongest, but his sharp nocturnal instincts can help protect the castle, especially since many 

knights have recently gone missing. While holding guard during Knight Night Watch, Owl is faced with the 

ultimate trial—a frightening intruder. It’s a daunting duel by any measure. But what Owl lacks in size, he makes 

up for in good ideas. 

A Mouthful of Minnows by John Hare 

At the bottom of the pond, Alphonso the snapping turtle opens his mouth wide, wiggles his worm-like tongue, 

and waits patiently for breakfast. He barely notices a measly minnow, but he’s thrilled when the entire school 

shows up. Alphonso’s perseverance has paid off! But when a whole family of minnows arrives to celebrate 

together, Alphonso’s true character emerges, and he has second thoughts about the breakfast he’s been waiting 

for.  

Bug on the Rug by Sophia Gholz 

Pug is snug on his rug. But what happens when along comes BUG?! With a claim to the rug?! The two engage 

in a hysterical, rhyming battle of wits and strength until Slug asks the necessary questions and helps them find 

common ground. Rhyming is an important developmental reading skill. It teaches phonics (decodable text) and 

helps young readers infer content. This is a fun story to build those skills--and is an epic read aloud! 

Maybe… by Chris Haughton 

Three little monkeys and their big monkey are sitting high on a branch in the forest canopy. “OK, monkeys! 

I’m off," says the big monkey. “Remember . . . Whatever you do, do NOT go down to the mango tree. There 

are tigers down there.” Mmm . . . mangoes! think the little monkeys. They LOVE mangoes. Hmm . . . Maybe . . 

. maybe they could just look at the mangoes. That would be OK, right? With vivid colors, bold shapes, and his 

trademark visual humor, Chris Haughton is back with a deliciously suspenseful cautionary tale about pushing 

boundaries—and indulging your more impish side (when nobody is looking). 

 
Tomatoes In My Lunchbox by Constantia Manoli 

A child, newly arrived in another country, feels displaced, lonely, and a little scared on her first day of school. 

Her name doesn't sound the way she's used to hearing it. She knows she doesn't fit in. And when she eats her 

whole tomato for lunch, she can feel her classmates observing her--and not quite understanding her. But 

sometimes all it takes is one friend, one connection, to bring two worlds together, and gradually the girl, her 

tomato, and her full name, start to feel at home with her new friends and community. 



 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

When Glitter Met Glue by Karen Kilpatrick 

Glue loves making art with her friends—especially pasting on googly eyes!—but sometimes she feels 

invisible. Instead of always being stuck in the background, Glue wants to be noticed like Pencil and colorful 

like the Markers! How can she find a way to stand out? When a new friend named Glitter arrives in a swirl of 

sparkles, Glue and Glitter team up to make something completely original and help Glue shine like the star she 

truly is. 

 

 
 

 

 

Not That Pet by Smriti Prasadam-Hall 

Mabel's family is letting her pick what kind of pet to get, and she is determined to find the very BEST one. "Any 

pet you like delivered to your door," promises the sign. But what if the ants are too tiny, the hyenas too giggly, 

the owl too loud? What if the snake almost strangles Granddad and the skunk wants to spray the baby? None of 

the pets she tries out seems like the right fit. Readers will love following through several comical reveals until 

Mabel meets her furry match (not what you might guess!). Best-selling author Smriti Prasadam-Halls's hilarious 

rhyming read-aloud and Rosalind Beardshaw's charming illustrations will have kids laughing--and dreaming of 

their own quirky pets. 

Big Truck, Little Island by Chris Van Dusen 

When a big truck and its big load get stuck on a narrow road, traffic on the little island comes to a halt. Some 

cars need to go south and some have to travel north. How will Meg get to her swim meet? What about Barry’s 

ballet class? Luckily, the kidscome up with an ingenious solution: why not just swap cars? Inspired by an 

incident that happened in Vinalhaven, Maine, Chris Van Dusen tells a fun tale of resourcefulness and 

community through clever, rhyming wordplay and whimsical illustrations, sprinkled with plenty of cars and 

trucks for transportation-loving readers. 

 

 

 

 

Chickadee Criminal Mastermind by Monica Silvie 

A flying masked bandit (code name: Chickadee) discovers he isn't quite who he thinks he is in this fresh and 

delightful tale about discovering one's true nature. Meet Chickadee. Criminal. Rapscallion. All-around bad seed. 

Sure, he started out obeying the rules, following his parents' advice about finding things to eat and staying away 

from houses. But then . . . winter arrives. And it's so much harder to find food in winter! So when Chickadee spies a 

“vault” full of “gold” near a house by the park (Wait, wasn't there something to remember about houses?), he 

cleverly devises a plan to snatch the “vault full of treasure” without getting caught! He is the King of Thieves! Only, 

hmm, the humans near the vault seem to want him to visit. Maybe Chickadee's not a criminal after all? 

 

 

 

 

Doggo and Pupper by Katherine Applegate 

Doggo is used to things being a certain way in his family. He likes routine. Cat says he’s become boring. That 

is, until Pupper shows up! Pupper is playful and messy, and turns the house upside down. Soon, the humans 

realize that Pupper needs some training, and off he goes to puppy school. When Pupper comes back, he’s well-

behaved. He’s not playful. He’s not messy. But Doggo soon realizes that Pupper also isn’t happy. So Doggo 

steps in to help, and rediscovers what it means to have fun. 

 

 

 Cornbread and Poppy by Matthew Cordell 

CeCe dreams of being a pirate. When the neighborhood boys tell her that she can't, she wonders where to 

begin. Luckily, she suspects her grandpa must know something about being a pirate--why else would he have 

all those tattoos? Cornbread LOVES planning. Poppy does not. Cornbread ADORES preparing. Poppy does 

not. Cornbread IS ready for winter. Poppy...is not. But Cornbread and Poppy are the best of friends, so when 

Poppy is left without any food for the long winter, Cornbread volunteers to help her out. Their search leads  

them up, up, up Holler Mountain, where these mice might find a new friend...and an old one. Celebrating both 

partnership and the value of what makes us individuals, young readers will find this classic odd-couple 

irresistible as they encounter relatable issues with humor and heart.  

 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Beak and Ally by Norm Feuti 

CeCe dreams of being a pirate. When the neighborhood boys tell her that she can't, she wonders where to 

begin. Luckily, she suspects her grandpa must know something about being a pirate--why else would he have 

all those tattoos? Cornbread LOVES planning. Poppy does not. Cornbread ADORES preparing. Poppy does 

not. Cornbread IS ready for winter. Poppy...is not. But Cornbread and Poppy are the best of friends, so when 

Poppy is left without any food for the long winter, Cornbread volunteers to help her out. Their search leads  

them up, up, up Holler Mountain, where these mice might find a new friend...and an old one. Celebrating both 

partnership and the value of what makes us individuals, young readers will find this classic odd-couple 

irresistible as they encounter relatable issues with humor and heart.  

 

 
Sir Ladybug by Corey Tabor 

Ladies and gentlebugs, presenting the duke of the dandelion patch, champion of truth and justice, the one, 

the only—Sir Ladybug! Sir Ladybug never shies away from a quest, even when he’d rather be playing a 

video game or baking a cake. So when a caterpillar needs rescuing from a “monster” (a hungry chickadee), 

Sir Ladybug and his trusty friends—his herald, a roly-poly named Pell, and his squire, a snail named 

Sterling— 

hatch the perfect (delicious) plan. This is the first in a new graphic novel series for newly independent 

readers, following the adventures of a ladybug knight and his pals in the dandelion patch. Woven 

seamlessly into this funny and surprising story are the themes of friendship, bravery, teamwork, creative 

thinking, and helping others. With warmth and heart, surprising and delightful asides, and memorable cast 

of characters, this new series will appeal to avid and reluctant readers alike. 

 

Bibbidi Bobbidi Academy Rory and the Magical Mix-Ups by  

Rory Spellington is fluttering with excitement as she begins her first year at the prestigious Bibbidi Bobbidi 

Academy! But fairy godmothering might not be as easy as she thought, especially because Rory has always 

struggled with spelling--magic spelling that is. During her first week at the academy, Rory discovers there 

is more to being a good fairy godmother than magic, and she will learn she has her own set of talents that 

set her apart. 

 



The Area 51 Files  by Julie Buxbaum
After a mysterious disappearance in Area 51, suspicion falls on the new residence,
Sky. Ky and her new friend Elvis (Alien) work together to prove her Uncle Anish’s
innocence. Cute, goofy fun mystery!

Bedhead Ted by Scott SanGiacomo
A graphic novel about wanting to fit in when you stand out, friendships, and uncovering
the truth of a local urban legend - the elusive giant raccoon known as the Brookside
Beast! For the first time, Ted wonders if his unruly hair is a gift rather than a curse.

Better with Butter by Victoria Piontek
Afraid of everything, Marvel, finds an unlikely friend -- and emotional support animal -- in
the form of an adorable fainting goat. Everything is easier for her with Butter by her side.
But what will happen to Marvel when Butter's owner shows up to take her back? Will
Marvel find a way to keep her friend?

The Curse on Spectacle Key by Chantel Acevedo
A Cuban American boy who befriends a pair of spirits and tries to break the curse on
his island home . . . only to discover a seemingly lost piece of his family's history in
the process. 

Glitch by Laura Martin
Regan and Elliott, enemies since they started training to become Glitchers, must
break all the rules of time travel. Will they be able to set aside their past in order to
save the future?

Good Dogs on a Bad Day by Rachel Wenitsky and David Sidorov
A group of Very Good doggie daycare buddies, meet the Naughty Dog and try
following a few of their wilder instincts leading to hilarious chaos. Do good dogs have
to be good all the time?

Honestly Elliott by Gillian McDunn
With a best friend that moved away, Elliott starts school amid personal turmoil only
to be partnered with popular and smart Maribel for a class project that really counts.  
Sometimes the least likely friends help you see a new side to things... and sometimes
you have to make a few mistakes before you figure out what's right.

Sunshine State Young Readers Award Books 
2023-24 List for Grades 3-5



Fright Nights: The Haunted Mustach by Jo McGee
Parker and Lucas, out to debunk one of Wolver Hollow’s creepiest legends, of the
ghostly mustache that returns every year seeking a lip to claim as its own, find more
than they bargained for.

Odder by Katherine Applegate
Inspired by the true story of a Monterey Bay Aquarium program that pairs orphaned
otter pups with surrogate mothers, this poignant and humorous tale told in free verse
examines bravery and healing through the eyes of one of nature’s most beloved and
charming animals.

The Raven Heir by Stephanie Burgis
Deep within an enchanted forest lies a castle where a set of triplets and their sorceress
mother have safely lived for years.  But one day, the world comes calling and her family
is captured, it’s up to Cordelia to use her powers to keep her siblings hidden and
discover the truth about the Raven Heir — before it’s too late.

Secondhand Dogs by Carolyn Crimi
When she adopted Gus, Roo, Tank, and Moon Pie, Miss Lottie rescued each member of
the pack and turned them into a family. But when a new dog, Decker, arrives and tries to
hoard Miss Lottie’s heart and home for himself, the pack’s future is threatened.

Solimar - The Sword of the Monarchs by Pam Muñoz Ryan
On the brink of her Quinceañera, Solimar is given a gift and a curse; she can predict the
future. Can this princess-to-be save her family, the kingdom, and the future of the
monarch butterflies from a greedy and dangerous king?

Strangeville School is Totally Normal by Darcy Miller
Harvey Hill wants the kids at his new school to think he is normal, but the school is
anything but normal.  His guide, and a new friend? Stella Cho goes missing and it's up to
Harvey to solve the secret of the supply closet.  Harvey must embrace what makes him
unique to save his new friend and his new school.

Stuck by Jennifer Swender
Austin, a boy used to flying under the radar, wants to keep his secret: he struggles to
read.  Enter larger-than-life Bertie, who excites Austin to join the Safety Patrol and
finally speak up, finding he may not be that different after all.

Swim Team by Johnie Christmas
Excited for her first day of school, Bree finds herself stuck with the dreaded Swim 101.
She's forced to dive headfirst into one of her greatest fears. Lucky for her, Etta, an
elderly occupant of her apartment building and former swim team captain, is willing to
help.



BOOK REVIEWS FOR 2023-2024 List
Compiled by: Dr. Roberta D. Wetzel
Grades 6-8 Chair

96 Miles by J.L. Esplin
Kirkus & SLJ Star:
Brothers undertake a desperate desert journey during a long-term power outage. While their preparation-obsessed father’s out of
state on a business trip, leaving 13-year-old John and 11-year-old Stew under the loose supervision of their neighbors, a complete
blackout hits. Days pass and it doesn’t let up; what little news they hear implies a massive scale. In the opening sequence, readers
meet the brothers as they lower themselves to collecting toilet water to drink, as they were recently robbed of their father’s entire
(extensive) supply stash. They encounter a sister-brother duo, Cleverly and Will, and—even though John knows that they barely
have the supplies to make the three-day, 96-mile titular journey to salvation—the brothers decide allowing the other kids to join is
what is right to do. Along the journey, they face general hardships of desert hiking with insufficient water as well as human threats.
Thankfully, these latter are given conflicting motives, which increases tension. Another conflict source is Stew’s defeatist behavior,
which is at odds with John’s descriptions of him—and, in a twist, is revealed to have a very good cause. The story focuses on the
themes of the kids’ journey, and while the ending provides hope, readers looking for answers to the blackout will be disappointed.
The characters default to white, though there’s disability representation in the form of characters with Type I diabetes.

For readers thirsting for a fresh survival story. (Adventure. 8-13)

Born Behind Bars by Padma Venkatraman
Kirkus:
A young boy is forced to leave the Chennai jail that is the only home he’s ever known. When Kabir is deemed too old to stay and is
sent out into the world all alone, separated from his wrongfully imprisoned mother, he decides to search for the family of the father
he has never met to try to save his mother from her unjustly long sentence. Armed with faith, instinctive wits, and the ability to run
fast, Kabir escapes danger and meets Rani, a teenage girl from the marginalized Kurava, or Roma, people who are traveling with her
parrot. She teaches Kabir, who has a Hindu mother and a Muslim father, about caste dynamics and survival on the streets. She
accompanies him to Bengaluru, where Kabir eventually meets his paternal grandparents. Along the way, their experiences reveal the
invisibility of low-caste people in Indian society, tensions between neighboring states over water supplies, and the unexpected
kindness of helpful strangers. Kabir’s longing for freedom and justice underscores bittersweet twists and turns that resolve in an
upbeat conclusion, celebrating his namesake, a saint who sought to unify Muslims and Hindus. Kabir engages readers by voicing
his thoughts, vulnerability, and optimism: While his early physical environment was confined within prison walls, his imagination
was nourished by stories and songs. This compelling novel develops at a brisk pace, advanced by evocative details and short
chapters full of action.

A gritty story filled with hope and idealism. (author's note) (Fiction. 8-12)



A Duet for Home by Karina Glaser
Kirkus Star:
New York City tweens June and Tyrell bond while living at a family shelter. After the unexpected death of her father, 11-year-old June
Yang, her dog-obsessed little sister, Maybelle, and their depressed mother are evicted from their Chinatown apartment and relocated
to a homeless shelter for women and children in the South Bronx. Sixth grader Tyrell Chee, who has been at Huey House for three
years, thinks getting three hot meals a day and living in the same building as his book-loving best friend, Jeremiah, beats the
uncertainty of life alone with his unreliable mother. Despite a messy first impression, June and Tyrell become fast
friends—especially after they discover a shared love of classical music (she plays the viola, he appreciates their mysterious
neighbor’s nightly violin practice). The dual-perspective narrative offers alternating points of view on navigating life in a shelter.
Although the author doesn’t shy away from the trauma endured by children in the system and the various mental health, financial,
educational, and social challenges the families face, this is a hopeful and inspiring story about the lives of children who are rarely
represented in middle-grade fiction. The young people engage in activism that is both thought-provoking and profound. The
wonderfully diverse multigenerational cast of characters includes Chinese American June, Chinese and Black Tyrell, and mostly
Black and brown supporting characters. A powerful, heartwarming, and thoughtful tale of kids cultivating chosen families during
challenging circumstances. (author’s note, music list, note on Cantonese) (Fiction. 9-13)

Escape by K. R. Alexander
Kirkus:
A new virtual-reality theme park goes haywire on a crowd of young   victims, er, visitors in Alexander’s latest screamfest. Having
scored one of just 100 coveted preview tickets to a cutting-edge, kids-only venue dubbed ESCAPE, budding amusement park fan
and designer Cody Baxter is looking forward to a life-changing experience. What he gets is more of a life-threatening one, as games
and rides with names like Triassic Terror and Haunted Hillside not only pit him against a monster and then zombies—or sometimes
a monster and zombies—as well as ruthless competing players, but seem tailored to play on individual personal terrors. And, in
some never explained way, the VR quickly turns into real battles that inflict real wounds even as the real settings shift with sudden,
dizzying unpredictability. Teaming up with loyal new friends Jayson Torn and Inga Andersdottir, the former described as being
Japanese and White and the latter as Norwegian, Cody (who seems to default to White) struggles for survival, learning ultimately
that ESCAPE was created by an evil genius with an ulterior motive who is convinced that he can teach children a salutary lesson.
The plot’s no more logical in its twists and contrivances than the premise, but the author’s knack for spinning out nightmarish
situations is definitely on display here as the tale careens toward a properly lurid outcome.

Thrills galore for gamers willing to go along for the ride. (Light horror. 9-12)

Hush-a-Bye by Jody Lee Mott
SLJ Starred:

Gr 4-8–Is there anything creepier than a possessed doll? How about one that begins as a cracked and dirty head with a single
gleaming green eye but does not end that way. One that whispers to Antonia and Lucy, and can makes things happen—bad things.
Lucy and Antonia are sisters, but they are very different. Lucy lives her life in middle school by her personal code, which means she
talks to no one and keeps her head low to avoid the bullies and whispers. Antonia walks to the beat of her own drum and collects
odds and ends that she finds including Hush-a-bye, the doll head found on the riverbank. As the school year starts, Antonia insists



that Hush-a-bye speaks to her. At first Lucy doesn’t believe her. But as time passes she can no longer ignore the events that keep
happening whenever the doll is around. She can’t ignore the whispers she begins to hear, or the growing danger as Hush-a-bye
changes and her missing parts appear slowly, making her whole and more powerful. Can Lucy save Antonia from the lure of the
doll? Or will she be too late to save both of them? Mott’s deft prose and well-written characters will keep readers engaged from start
to frightening finish.
VERDICT An age-appropriate, scary tale of sisters and the terrifying doll that haunts them. This is the perfect read for people who
love the chill of terror running down their backs.

Linked by Gordon Korman
SLJ:
Gr 4-8–In a small Colorado town, lives are changed and secrets are unearthed when swastikas start appearing at the local middle
school. Dana, the only Jewish girl, is on edge. Michael, the head of the art club, and Caroline, the class president, are organizing a
paper chain six million links long in honor of Jewish Holocaust victims. Link, the most popular seventh grader, learns that as an
infant his grandmother was saved in a Catholic nunnery from the Nazis. As the story unfolds, a popular YouTuber brings attention to
the town, and Link, after learning about his Jewish ancestry, decides to have a bar mitzvah. All the while, everyone is trying to figure
out who keeps drawing swastikas. In typical Korman style, this novel pulls readers in with its character development and
engrossing, heartfelt story line. While the story tackles big issues such as the Holocaust and generational discrimination, the
writing style remains upbeat and easy, making this a good choice for reluctant and avid readers. Five students and the YouTuber
voice the chapters, bringing depth to each character’s perspective. Struggles with challenging decisions, friendships, and
self-discovery are common middle grade issues that readers will relate to. Some readers may be shocked to learn about the origin
of the swastikas, and all will be elated by the celebratory ending.
VERDICT A must-purchase, especially where Korman books are popular

Scout is Not a Band Kid by Jade Armstrong
Kirkus:
Eighth grader Scout is desperate to meet her favorite author, who will be appearing at a festival in another town. The only way she
can think of to get there is to join the school band, which will be performing at the festival. Trouble is, Scout doesn’t play an
instrument. So she lies and says she plays the trombone. The other trombone player, Merrin, a serious music student who has a lot
at stake from the band’s success, is excited to welcome her, but when she discovers that Scout can’t play, she is actually upset.
Thinking Scout is just rusty, their teacher assigns Merrin to tutor Scout, telling the girls they will both be kicked out if they don’t get
along better. Scout, meanwhile, shows little inclination to practice. Eventually, the two find common ground—a not unexpected
development, but the twists and turns of the plot while getting there contain many lively and amusing moments. As a character,
Scout is so flawed it’s intriguing: Her self-centered behavior and lack of conscience about lying and using band participation to get
what she wants are presented not as a growth opportunity but simply not a big deal, which makes her eventual success feel
unearned, creating a less-than-impactful ending. Scout and Merrin present as White, and the book refreshingly portrays a school
inhabited by kids and teachers diverse in ethnicity and gender identity and expression who accept one another.

A perky and mostly fun story. (character sketches, author’s note) (Graphic fiction. 10-14)



Skandar and the Unicorn Thief by A. F. Steadman
Kirkus:
Unassuming Skandar Smith yearns to be bonded with a unicorn and must grow into the role he’ll play in an epic battle with evil.
Skandar’s dad has told him that his deceased mum promised him a unicorn. Skandar, eager to escape bullies at school and his
grieving father at home, hopes this promise will come true: Now 13, he is eligible to take the Hatchery exam, the first step in
determining who will be paired with a unicorn. But he’s inexplicably denied entry to the test. The intrigue deepens when a woman
shows up to deliver him covertly to the Hatchery so he can try to open the door on the Island behind which are the unicorn eggs.
She warns Skandar about the Weaver, an evil entity. Tension mounts as Skandar tries to determine the Weaver’s plan; he’s
disconcerted when the first children who see his unicorn hatchling, Scoundrel, spot the mark of the forbidden, deadly spirit
element—which is wielded by the Weaver. In fact, none of the unicorns in this tale are for the fainthearted. Even bonded, somewhat
controlled unicorns are bloodthirsty. Wild, unbonded unicorns are immortal in death—murderous, rotting, and forever dying. It is
these terrifying details, plus a terrible betrayal, that keep readers on knife’s edge even as Skandar’s bond with his unicorn deepens
and his friendship with other riders solidifies—with them, Skandar brings about change. Skandar reads as White; the supporting
cast includes diverse skin tones. Unexpected, suspenseful, and heartwarming. (maps) (Fantasy. 9-12)

Treasure Tracks by S. A. Rodriguez
Kirkus:
Freshly certified as a young diver, 12-year-old Fernando “Fin” Román loves to spend his days at sea around the Florida Keys
alongside his strong Abuelo Kiki in search of legendary lost treasure. The treasure hunt, moreover, marks a thread through Fin’s
Cuban and Puerto Rican family heritage, starting with his great-grandfather. Misfortune strikes one day while Fin and Abuelo are at
sea, and Abuelo has a stroke, requiring Fin to radio for help and pilot the boat back to the marina. With Abuelo in the hospital, Fin
hatches a plan to find the treasure on his behalf, reminding himself: “Plot my coordinates. Chart my destiny. Save Abuelo. Find the
family legacy.” To do so, he needs to enlist the help of his father, whose safety-conscious attitude annoys and repels
adventure-loving Fin. There’s another catch: Certified adult guides must accompany Fin on his dives, meddling in (and perhaps
threatening) his hunt. As Dad gets fed up with the hunt, time runs out for Fin even as Abuelo’s health seems to fade. Fin and his dad
must rely on and trust each other to overcome obstacles—seen and unseen—in search of the treasure. Rodriguez packs a ton of
local historical know-how and genuine humor into a seaworthy debut adventure. Lighthearted yet solid prose and quirky, delightful
characters round out this swell tale of plucky fun under (and above) the sea. Here be treasure indeed. (author's note) (Fiction. 8-12)

Valentina Salazar is Not a Monster Hunter by Zoraida Cordova
Kirkus:
Three siblings go on a road trip to find a mythical creature. Eleven-and-a-half-year-old Valentina Alexander Salazar is the youngest
sibling in a family that used to be monster protectors, rescuing creatures who cross over from another dimension and sending them
back before they are killed by monster hunters. But since Val’s father’s untimely death during a mission gone wrong, her mother has
taken the family off the road and settled into a more normal (and in Val’s honest opinion, dull) life. While her older siblings seem to
be fully adapted to their new reality, Val struggles to fit in and secretly continues to track magical creatures. When the egg of a



mythical being appears on her radar, she manages to convince her older siblings Rome and Lola to join her in finding and
protecting it (deep inside hoping she can convince them to carry on with the family’s mission). This entertaining adventure novel is
full of surprising twists and features a nice blend of science-fiction and fantasy worldbuilding. Ostensibly a story about monsters
and how to deal with them, at its heart is the close-knit Salazar family, whose bonds are fraying at the edges of their shared grief,
and their youngest child, who helps them with her fierce, earnest advocacy to remember who they truly are. The Salazars are
originally from Ecuador, and most of the cast is brown-skinned.

Fun and heartwarming. (Fantasy. 8-12)

Wayward Creatures by Dayna Lorentz
Kirkus:
An angry seventh grader heals. Gabe Meyer is miserable. His parents, struggling with financial problems, ignore him; his older
sister treats him like a pest; and his two best friends have begun to spend time with another, cooler guy. Trying to impress his
friends, Gabe steals some fireworks and brings them to the park where the boys are hanging out. When they inadvertently set fire to
the dry grass, the others run off while Gabe futilely tries to put out the fire—and is discovered and arrested. At a community justice
meeting for people impacted by the fire, where Gabe is assigned community service and restitution, he begins to understand how
his thoughtless actions have affected others, A parallel storyline, told in alternate chapters, is narrated by Rill, a young coyote who,
like Gabe, is struggling with her place in the world. She is burned by the fire, after which she hides out in a small cave, where Gabe
discovers and tries to help her. This riveting, many-layered story shines on all levels. Gabe’s first-person narration brilliantly (and
with humor) captures the tone of an angry, confused tween without being over-the-top, and his metamorphosis from powerless to
empowered is both realistic and compelling. The coyote’s story adds depth and poignancy. Gabe is Jewish and, along with other
major characters, defaults to White. As a story about community, healing, and family—both human and animal—this is one of the
best. (Fiction. 8-13)

Winnie Zeng Unleashes a Legend by Katie Zhao
Kirkus or Booklist:
Already overwhelmed with obligations, an 11-year-old Chinese American girl reluctantly answers the call for a hero.Fueled by
parental expectations, Winnie has always strived to be the best. It doesn’t help that her rival, David Zuo, bested her (again) at their
last piano competition and has transferred to her public middle school from his fancy private one. As if things couldn’t get worse,
Winnie is still grieving the fact that her once-close relationship with her older sister, Lisa, has turned antagonistic. When the sixth
grade homerooms hold a bake sale competition, Winnie finds her grandmother’s old cookbook and bakes a batch of mooncakes.
Taking a bite, she unwittingly unlocks both her shaman powers and the spirit of Lao Lao, her late maternal grandmother. The
jampacked story reveals that Winnie is a descendant of a line of shamans who must train with Lao Lao to capture malevolent spirits
before they grow more powerful and wreak chaos in the human world. As Winnie navigates demon-possessed teachers, conflict in
family relationships, and academic pressures, Zhao provides space for her to sincerely question whether she can handle it all and to
discover nuances within her family dynamics. The exact parameters governing the spirits’ interactions with the human world are
highly detailed, but the big picture feels hazy; a hinted sequel may provide more answers.

An ambitious fantasy outing. (recipes) (Fantasy. 9-12)



Invisible by Christina Diaz Gonzalez
SLJ Star:

Gr 4-7–When George, who is Puerto Rican, is assigned community service hours working in his middle school cafeteria with
“other students like you,” he expects to be with the gifted kids, but instead, he finds out that the only thing he has in common with
the volunteer group is that they are all Latinx students being unfairly stereotyped by their educators. There’s Miguel, the jock who
secretly loves drawing, who is Dominican; Dayara, a Cuban girl who constantly gets in trouble and struggles in school; Sara, a
loner, who is Mexican; and Nico, a Venezuelan boy with a reputation as a stuck-up rich kid. By the end of the week, they are all
called into the principal’s office to explain how the five of them “conspired to do something.” As each student tells their portion of
the story, readers are shown the complexity and individuality of each of their lives, shattering the stereotypes that the adults and
other students in the story place on them. However, what makes this modern Breakfast Club story truly unique is the use of Spanish
and English text to expose readers to the complexities of multi-language literacy. Each character has their own level of ability with
English and Spanish, making their individual voices and communication methods unique, but ample translations of both languages
make for an enjoyable reading experience. VERDICT A welcome addition to any graphic novel collection, Invisible skillfully explores
the negative impact of stereotyping while also offering an entertaining and spirited reading experience.

Long Lost by Jacqueline West
Kirkus & Star Review:
A mysterious book leads a girl into a century-old supernatural mystery.

When Fiona’s family moves across Massachusetts to Lost Lake, a small town that’s far closer to her older sister Arden’s figure
skating club, Fiona resents both being uprooted and the constant focus on her accomplished sibling. To avoid spending hours
sitting at one of Arden’s practices, knowledge-loving Fiona opts for a morning at the library, where she discovers a book called The
Lost One that begins, “Once there were two sisters who did everything together. But only one of them disappeared.” Reading this
book within a book, Fiona learns about characters Hazel and Pearl—relating heavily to younger Pearl, especially when she starts
getting left behind, and knowing their story won’t have a happy ending. Fiona better endures slights from her family because she
has the book to look forward to, but when she finally gets a library card, the book’s gone and isn’t even in the system. In response
to a heartbreaking moment of being her family’s lowest priority, Fiona doubles down on solving the book’s mysteries—having
determined its setting is Lost Lake—and finds increasingly spooky pieces of the puzzle. Although the two sets of sisters have
different relationships and dynamics, the complexity of sisterhood links both storylines, resulting in nuanced relationships. The
gore-free supernatural elements are more haunting than terrifying, foregrounding the characters’ journeys. Main characters default
to White.

Grab a flashlight and stay up late with this one. (Paranormal mystery. 8-12



The Monster Missions by Laura Martin
Kirkus:
A talented young gadgeteer joins the defenders of humanity’s scattered remnants against sea monsters of myth, legend, and
prehistory. Fifty years after the event known as the Tide Rising turned Earth into an ocean planet, 12-year-old Berkley and her best
friend, Garth, work as scavengers on the Atlas, the decaying former cruise ship that is their home. Life is hard: Child labor is a
necessity, people are crowded onto ships, and the diet is monotonously fish-based. Scavenging is dangerous work that involves
diving for materials in abandoned towns now underwater. The two friends are recruited to join the crew of the Britannica, a research
submarine designed to study the resurgent flood of marine creatures formerly thought legendary or extinct. Martin positively pours
the monsters into this action-oriented adventure, drawing on both outside sources and her imagination to engineer a nonstop series
of brushes with boojums ranging from mighty megalodon and evocatively named Hydramonsterus serpentinius to a glutinous
“hidden-fanged loogie” and Elmer, a gigantic octopus more mischievous than malign. As, along the way to a climactic rescue, the
Britannica is rammed, swallowed whole, even attacked by pirates, Berkley plunges enthusiastically into both studies and narrow
squeaks…leaving her well set up for future exploits and terrifying encounters. Berkley and Garth present as White; the supporting
cast is varied in skin tone. All monsters, all the time…well, except for those pirates. (Fantasy. 10-13)


